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RW Rec - Week 1 / Session 1

Description
Beginner dribbling session

In a defined space, each player has their own ball.
Introduce surfaces suitable for dribbling (inside, outside, laces,
sole)
1) Have players dribble for 1 minute with both feet/any surface and
count the number of gates they get through in one minute
2) Each time, they should try to beat their best score
Progression: Same activity, but right foot only, left foot only, both
feet but only laces, etc.
Notes: Head up dribbling, small touches for small distances so
they can stay under control, no toes!

Gate Dribbling Warm Up (10 mins)

In a defined space, players (minnows) start on one side of the
space.  (Space size depends on number of kids - not big enough
for them to easily get through, and small enough so that they will
have to keep the ball close)
1) One player in the middle (shark) will say go. Minnows try to get
to the opposite side of the space without losing their ball to the
shark.
2) If minnow gets their ball kicked out of the space, they become a
shark
3) Sharks will say go and the minnows try to get back the other
direction
Notes: Minnows must be under control when they get to the other
side - encourage them to dribble with their head up with the ball
close

Sharks and Minnows (10 mins)

Game Play (30x20yd)
4v4 with Kick-ins, no goalkeepers.
Keep numbers low to encourage more opportunities for touches
on the ball.
Notes: Subs every 3-4 minutes, continue to encourage proper
dribbling!

Game Play (20 mins)
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